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Quelle: ECF
Average distance cycled by Austrians daily (BMVIT 2016)

- 1995: 2.3 mio km/day
- 2013: 5.2 mio km/day

\[+126\%!\]
The average distance cycled by Austrians daily has increased by +126% from 2.3 mio km/day in 1995 to 5.2 mio km/day in 2013. Injured cyclists have also increased by +20%.
We know the way up!
Goal: double the modal share

According to the federal climate and energy strategy #mission2030, the share of cyclists is to be raised to 13 percent by 2025. Currently: 7 percent
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>> Role model for climber nations
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**PLANNING & CONSULTING**

Cycle Competence Austria members set themselves apart by offering solution-based planning processes and experienced support in the implementation.

KOMOBILE - PLANOPIIMO
ROSINAK & PARTNER - VERKEHRLPLUS
VERBACON - CONSENS

**BICYCLES & CLOTHING**

Bicycles as efficient means of transport and functional outfits can continuously be improved by innovation and idealism.

KTM - KAILOVO - MCS MODERNA
RAINCOMBI - LOFFLER
VELLO - WOOM

**NAVIGATION & MARKETING**

The question of the right way forward can be answered by new technologies and strategic communication from Austria.

BIKE CITIZENS - BIKEMAP
KATAKULT - PRISMA SOLUTIONS

**NETWORK COMPETENCES**

Since 2015 we are pooling the competences of Austrian cycling-related companies.

**SPONSORS & INITIATIVES**

Austria's cycle traffic needs support on all levels of administration and from civil society.

BMNT KLINAKTIV MOBL
VIENNA MOBILITY AGENCY
PROVINCES OF LOWER AUSTRIA, STYRIA AND VAORARLBERG
CITY OF SALZBURG
KLIMABUNDNIS ÖSTERREICH
RADLOBBY ÖSTERREICH

**RESEARCH & PROJECTS**

Interdisciplinary cooperation between academics and practice creates new technologies and findings for future-proof active mobility.

AIC AUSTRIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
FEV-AMOR - HERRY CONSULT
UNIVERSITÄT SALZBURG Z-015

**PARKING & CHARGING**

Safe, comfortable bicycle parking and charging of e-bike batteries at start and destination are essential to make trip chains work.

BIKE ENERGY - INNOVAMETALL
ZIEGLER AUSSENANLAGEN